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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Hanging is one of the most common methods of suicide in Malaysia, and to date, there is a
rise in the number of deaths by hanging among adults. The purpose of this study was to determine the
pattern of hanging in Malaysia from the year 2000 till 2009. Methods: The sample comprised 108 cases
received at the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia Medical Centre, and five parameters, namely, age, sex,
racial affiliation, marital status, and medical history were studied. Results: Of the 108 cases, 56% was
reported to be Chinese. Suicide by hanging was more predominant in males (81%), and a high number of
cases were seen in age groups of 21 to 30, 31 to 40 and 41 to 50 years. Of the cases studied, half of them
were married, and previous history of physical and mental illness and alcohol intoxication were reported.
Conclusions: In brief, this data would help the higher authorities in detecting the causes of suicide by
hanging, as well as detecting the high risk groups with suicidal tendencies. In this way, suicide can be
prevented and thus, the rate of suicide by hanging could be reduced in Malaysian.
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INTRODUCTION
Hanging occurs when the strength by ligature
strangulation is applied to an individual’s neck as
a result of the gravitational force on the body. This
may result in the lack of oxygen supply to the brain
(cerebral hypoxia), which may further lead to
unconsciousness, and eventually death.1 Human
neck has a high risk in varieties of fatal injuries due
to its limited bony support and the presence
of airway, spinal cord and large vessels in its
small diameter. For these reasons, hanging has been
chosen for execution in law sentences, and also
favored as a way of suicide by the world
population.2
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A study done by National Suicide Registry Malaysia
(NSRM) from July until December 2007 showed that
the chosen method by Malaysians males (54%) and
females (35%) for suicide were hanging, strangulation
and suffocation.3 This was in agreement with a study
done by Henderson et al. (2005), whereby the
majority of suicides at the St. Pancras Coroner’s
Court, London were by hanging.4 However, in India
and US, it was the second leading method after
intoxication.5-8
In Western Australia, the peak prevalence was in
males between 15 and 35 years of age (58%) with a
history of psychiatric illness (33%).1 About 93% of
deaths by hanging were suicide with 14 were
accidental hanging and one homicidal hanging. In
Lithuania from 1993 to 2002, the most common
suicide was by hanging.9 Over the years, suicidal
hanging has increased significantly from 89.4% to
91.7% in men, and from 77.3% to 82.6% in females
particularly, among girls aged between 10 to 19
years.9
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There has been past reports of suicide by hanging
from all around the world, but scanty has been
published in the Malaysian context. Hence this
study was performed, and it is presumed that the
results of this study would be beneficial for the
authorities in understanding the causes and
eventually detecting the groups that is high risk in
suicidal tendency generally, and committing suicide
by hanging, specifically. Therefore, suicide could be
prevented and the rate of suicide and suicide by
hanging in Malaysia could be reduced.
METHODS
This study was a retrospective study of cases
received at the mortuary of the UKM Medical Centre
from the year 2000 until 2009. A total number of
124 hanging cases were received during the whole
study period. Cases without documentation were
excluded from the study. Only cases with proper
and completed documentation were taken as a
sample, leaving only 108 cases to be analyzed. The
ages of the deceased were between 14 to 77 years
old, comprised males and females from three racial
groups, Malay, Chinese and Indian. The data
collected was demographic data, including sex,
race, age, marital status and medical history, which
were presented in descriptive form.
Statistical analysis
All the data were then tabulated and analyzed by
means of descriptive statistical analysis.
RESULTS
Demographic data
The total number of hanging fatalities was 124,
which represented about 4.8% of cases in a ten-year
period. Nevertheless, only 108 cases were collected
in this study, in which all of the cases were
classified as suicide. The remaining cases were
excluded for reasons of lack of documentation.
Results showed that the highest peak reached was
documented in 2007, followed by 2009, 2001 and
2006. (Figure 1) Deaths by hanging were
predominantly males by a ratio of male to female of
3:1, except for the year 2001, where females
predominated (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Cases of deaths by hanging in Forensic Unit,
UKMMC (2000-2009).

Figure 2: Distribution of cases according to sex.

By hanging, 79% were Malaysians and the remaining
were foreigners (Indonesian, Indian, Myanmar).
Among Malaysians, 56% were Chinese, 15% Indians
and 5% Malays. In this study, high number of cases
were seen in age groups of 21 to 30, 31 to 40 and 41
to 50 years in both males and females. In half of
these cases, the victims were married. The majority
of deaths by hanging showed no significant life
turning points or previous history of other illnesses.
However, there was a previous history of significant
life events, which may have contributed to their
decision to commit suicide. Other problems
documented were psychiatric and physical illness,
substance abuse or combinations of any of the events
(Figure 3).
DISCUSSION
Death by hanging constituted 4.8% of all forensic
autopsies carried out in UKMMC. A research
conducted by National Suicide Registry Malaysia in
2007 showed that the favored suicide methods
among the Malaysians were by hanging, strangulation
and suffocation,3 and this finding was comparable to
a study in St. Pancras Coroner's Court, London, UK,
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Figure 3: Distribution of medical history in deaths by hanging.

which showed that the majority of suicides was
caused by hanging.4

dignity.21 Islam on the other hand, is very definite in
prohibiting suicide among its believers.19

Suicidal hanging in Malaysia was predominant in
males (81%) compared to that in females (19%).
This was in agreement with a study in Cardiff, in
which males constituted approximately 60% of
cases.10 High suicidal rate in men was attributed to
the fact that males were more subjected to
temptations, challenges, stresses and strains in life
than in females.11,12 Nevertheless, these figures
were in contrast to a study, which showed a higher
incidence of hanging with women (40%) in
Denmark,13 in London and Northern Ireland.14,15

Generally, adults aged between 21 to 50 years
accounted for 73.1% of cases, in which the peak age
was between 41 to 50 years old. The youngest age
recorded was 14 years old, while the oldest being 77
years old. A study in Turkey revealed that the age
group of 20 to 29 years has the greatest number of
suicides in both males and females.28 Similarly, the
third decade showed a maximum number of suicides
in South India.29 Adults from this age group might
suffer from a great amount of stress, which
contributed to their decisions in ending their own
lives.1,12 On the other hand, the current study
revealed that the number of cases was the lowest
(4.6%) in the age group of 11 to 20 years. In both
developed and developing countries, the suicide rate
among young people appeared to be rising. 30 Peer
pressure and emotional issues were the triggering
factors. Among the elderly, suicidal hanging was not
restricted to males only.

A study in England and Wales showed that divorced
and widowed men and women have higher rates of
suicide than those, who were married.16 Studies
showed that marriage contributed to better health
both physically and emotionally. Scientists have
understood why married men have better health
compared to their peers, who are single, divorced
or widowed.17
3

According to the previous study, the highest rate
for all major racial groups was hanging as the
method was easily accessible, and usually has a high
success rate. Malaysia is a multi-racial country, with
3 major races that consists of Malay, Chinese and
India.18 In this study, statistics shows that Chinese
commits suicide more frequently than the Indians
and Malays. Majority of Chinese in Malaysia follows
Buddhism, which promotes an attitude of
acceptance in the face of adversity.20 However,
they grant suicide in order to protect one’s
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With the advance of medical facilities and
technologies, lifespan of individual has increased.
However, the quality of life has yet to follow. This
has led to a high rate of suicide by hanging in late
middle-aged and elderly persons. Loss of companion,
reduce in health quality, restriction in mobility and
being highly dependent to others have contributed
to the decisions to end their lives. 31
Literature showed that recent life events could play
a major role in someone’s determination for
suicide.32,33 Of 61 known medical history cases, 23
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cases have history of previous life events, including
problems in schools, financial constraints and
marital issues. In 15 cases (13.9%), there were
history of pre-existing psychiatric illness comprised
schizophrenia and depression. However, these
figures might be miscalculated due to the
unwillingness of witnesses to share information to
the police and doctors.34

1.

2.

3.
Mental disorders (mood disorders, conduct
disorders,
substance
abuse
and
disruptive
disorders), previous suicidal attempts, family history
of suicidal behaviour, and stressful life events
are risk factors of suicide for both sex.35 About
11 cases were reported with multiple medical
histories, and having more than one medical illness
could be considered as particularly high risk.36 The
presence of physical illness was reported in 9 cases
such as diabetes, hypertension, HIV, ischaemic
heart disease, pulmonary tuberculosis and fibrosing
alveolitis. Others had cancer, namely prostate
cancer, breast
cancer
and
nasopharyngeal
carcinoma. According to NSRM reports in 2007,
individuals with such illnesses might conclude that
their life was meaningless due to lack of physical
functions, disturbance in social life and unbearable
pain, which will finally lead to suicide.3
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CONCLUSION
A
thoroughly
planned
and
comprehensive
rehabilitation program is warranted to identify
forewarning indicators in suicide, and helps to
prevent suicide. Appropriate education of medical
staff and mass media will help in increasing
awareness on the suicide cases, which will
eventually, assort methods to prevent suicide by
hanging in the future.
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